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an additional benefit of strum is that we can store a large amount of sounds in the user's library. this
library can then be used to create a tonal palette of your own. of course, the ability to play chords

and accents is also available for musicians who are familiar with their instrument. the program
includes extensive midi loops so that you can quickly select a chord and combine it with a rhythm

section for a live performance. strum gs-2 is an all-in-one solution, and can also be used as a virtual
guitar pedal. using the built-in reverb, you can reproduce the subtle nuances of a room, from the dry
to the more saturated. the reverb is also ideal for dampening chords, so that the notes of the chord

ring clearly. strum gs-2 lets you add a real acoustic guitar to your music. its powerful modeling
engine reproduces the physical characteristics of acoustic guitar, such as the different tones of the

various strings and the acoustic guitar, including the different types of wood. the guitar is also
equipped with a voice module that automatically plays the chords played on the keyboard, as if you
were playing them on a real guitar. the reverb of the acoustic guitar is also used to dampen chords,
so that the notes ring clearly. the reverb can also be used to add a subtle nuance to your chords, or

even add a bit of echo to the lead vocals. in strum gs-2, you can add your guitar tracks to your mix in
a daw environment and easily automate your guitar tracks. you can also edit the pitch of the

strumming notes for more realism. to achieve this, we have made it possible to play chords and
accents using the midi keys. midi key changes automatically adjust the pitch of the strings, which

not only matches the key of the chord but also improves the realism of the sound.
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